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Welcome to Young Wizards! 
 
This rulebook contains all “Core” rules for Young Wizards. For reference cards, tutorial videos and other 
resources, visit the Young Wizards website: 

 
www.geekfevergames.com/young-wizards 

 
 
Introduction 
Young Wizards is a tabletop adventure role-playing game (RPG). It can be played like a typical RPG or 
more like a board game (i.e. little to no role-playing). Solo play is also an option! Players can improve 
their wizard deck of cards over the course of months and years, becoming more powerful each time they 
play. So, if a traditional Collectible Card Game (CCG) and Tabletop RPG had a baby, Young Wizards is 
that baby. (without the uncertainty and investment of CCG booster packs). 

 

Young Wizards is also designed to be accessible to kids and teens. Many board/card/roleplaying games 
are packed with complexity, obscure rules, massive prep work or competitive features which don’t always 
translate well to children. Young Wizards bridges that gap by employing the universally-understood     
mechanic of: draw a card, play a card. Children as young as 7 years old have picked-up the basic 
gameflow with ease through the years of playtesting.  

 

Of course, as parents, we also wanted the game to be FUN for the more experienced gamers as well. 
Sure, playing games with our kids is enjoyable on many levels, but Young Wizards was designed to be 
simple AND deep simultaneously. All the great features of deck strategy/construction found in CCG’s are 
found here. Layered with cooperative cards and more spell schools than you can shake a wand at, Young 
Wizards should provide plenty of depth for experienced parent/expert gamers. 
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Players and GMs are free to create their own worlds to explore, but a world is also provided as          
described below.  
 
 
Young Wizards takes place in the world of Rune. According to human historians, Rune has known two 
ages: The Forgotten Age and the Age of Heroes. You are a young wizard living in the Age of Heroes. 
 
The Forgotten Age 
Scarce few records & artifacts have survived from the aptly named 
Forgotten Age. What is known? Well, there’s little disagreement that 
the various races of Rune developed during this time as nomadic 
clans & families. Magic was primal and a great source of fear 
amongst the developing peoples. Some scholars believe magic itself 
was taking shape into the energy we know it to be today. 
 
Old tomes and oral histories talk of gods and immortals during this 
age, but all evidence of their existence has long been erased or hidden. The various mortal races of 
Rune have long-known that they are “on their own” without any eternal entities watching over their daily 
lives. 
 
Sometime towards the end of the Forgotten Age, the races of Rune founded cities, laws and kingdoms. 
And wizards began to tame the magic in the land. 

 
The Age of Heroes 
Human historians mark the death of the last dragon as the beginning 
of the Age of Heroes. The high elves would disagree, however, and 
mark the age by the passing of their first queen. Deep in their   
mountains, the dwarves observe the passage of time differently, and 
mark the new age with the advent of machinery. The gnomes widely 
agree with the dwarves. And the halflings just don’t care. 
 

The people of Rune today are a diverse and independent lot. Rumors abound about lost knowledge and 
lost gods—but the people of Rune still go about their daily business. They are more concerned with 
their next harvest than with the waxing & waning tides of magic.  
 
But you are different. Special. Unique. Magic is yours to command. 
 
This is your age, your time. You were born into this uncertain age where warring kingdoms bend magic 
& steel to their will as they rampage across the landscape. How will you make your mark as a magic-
using young student? How will you shape the next age of Rune? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

THE AGE OF HEROES WORLD 
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A Magical Background 
As a young wizard in the Age of Heroes, you may have received your power from one of a variety of 
sources: 
 
  Perhaps your parents were strong in magic? 
  A family boon or curse? 
  Born under a certain astrological sign? 
  Some random accident? 
  Reincarnation happenstance? 
  A life of dedicated study? 
  A hint of madness? 
 
Whatever the cause, you are a magic-user. Your power is often feared,  
always respected. How have you taken to this gift? 
 
  Have you spent your childhood in wizardly schools? 
  Have you wandered the world? 
  Were you imprisoned for some reason? 
  How have you helped others with your power? 
  Where have your travels taken you? Far and wide or close to home? 
  Was there some tragedy which has helped shape you? 
 
The answers to these questions need not be recorded. Instead, they are meant to get you thinking 
about the wizard you are about to create.  
 
 
 
Why Adventure? 
This question may be jointly answered by all player (and the GM, if there is one). Why are the wizards 
adventuring in the world?  
 
         Perhaps everyone is a student at the same school and this is part of their study? 

  Everyone’s home was destroyed? 
  Some great quest must be undertaken? 
  A great evil threatens the land? 
  A balance must be restored? 
  Family reasons? 
  Personal reasons? 
  Your mentor was killed or has disappeared? 
   
Whatever the reason, the players will undertake journeys to dark 
caves, twisting forests and other exotic locales. Sometimes, they may 
even be called-upon to defend a town. Many different adventures 
await! 
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As previously mentioned in the Introduction, Young Wizards can be played as 
 
A) a typical tabletop RPG, albeit with cards, or; 
B) a cooperative board game with no roleplaying at all. 
 
Play groups can even seamlessly switch between the two methods of play at will. Perhaps your GM 
needs a break for a session or two, or is out of town, or the dog ate the adventure. Whatever the      
reason, all wizard decks and previously gained deck improvements are designed to be used no matter 
how you play. 
 
As rules are explained in this book, differences for playing with or without a GM will be highlighted. 
However, the following sections will give a brief overview of each play method. 
 

Playing with a GM 
 
A GM (game master) can craft the adventures and guide the 
story in whichever direction he or she wishes. This method is 
the closest to traditional pen & paper RPGs like Dungeons & 
Dragons or GURPS.  
 
Concepts 
Game-mastering can be a rewarding creative outlet, but it’s 
not for everyone. Luckily, Young Wizards makes it easy to  
setup & run encounters for the players. Let’s discuss some 
universal concepts before pouring over the details. 
 
Know your Players. Some groups may prefer fights galore, while others want to hold endless diplomacy 
sessions with non-player characters (NPCs). Perhaps some of your players want to explore a 50-page 
backstory. Or re-live an epic from mythology or popular culture. Understanding what your players want 
from the game will guide your hand in crafting adventures for them. 
 
Set some Goals. Both for yourself and for your story. Whose story do you want to tell? A villain’s? The 
players? A moment in history? Some GMs find it helpful to “map” their story with keystone points they 
wish to hit.  
 
Villains provide Punch. Start early with the players and give them someone (or something) to hate. The 
emotional punch provided by villain actions can be a great way to keep players engaged. Obvious      
villains can be pure evil, cocky, sarcastic, disgusting, and much more. Non-obvious villains should plot 
behind the scenes and manipulate the players until the eventual conflict.  
 
  One note of caution: don’t let your villains constantly escape at the last moment. Let the players   
  defeat your villains for a sense of satisfaction & accomplishment at the table. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PLAYING THE GAME   
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Tip: When playing without a GM, all     

Adventure decks can be ignored. 



 

 
Let the players Win. Some GMs relish in “beating” their players. Don’t be that GM. Your job as a GM is 
to provide the script to the story, and the players are the heroes of that tale. Now, that doesn’t mean that 
you can’t deliver a fair share of tragedy upon them—by all means, do! But, let them be heroes as often 
as possible.  
 
Take a Break. Burnout happens to all GMs at one point or another. Young Wizards is different from most 
other tabletop RPGs in that you can easily take a break for a session if you wish! Simply crack open 
one of the many pre-made adventures supplied in almost every Young Wizards box set & tuckbox. You 
can even create a wizard and join your players! 
 
 
Crafting Adventures 

 
 
 
 
 
Compared to many other tabletop RPGs, creating adventures 
in Young Wizards should be simpler. This is on purpose, as 
many families play the game and mom & dad typically have 
very little free time. 
 
 
 

 
Encounters. Any adventure can be broken down into a series of encounters. These encounters could be 
a goblin fight or convincing the harbor master to look the other way. For reference, each card in an    
Adventure deck is considered 1 encounter. 
 
 
Encounter Cadence. For optimal game balance, plan on anywhere from 5 to 10 encounters per            
adventure. Shorter adventures are quicker & easier, while longer adventures have more of an “epic” 
feel. Of course, the adventure you craft may have branching encounters (ie: if the players fail to move 
the boulder, then they have to face encounter C instead of encounter B). All of that is fine, as long as 
the “average” number of encounters is in the 5-10 range, as the game is balanced for that type of         
cadence/pace. 
 
Combat Encounters. Examples of these types of encounters can be found in the pre-made adventure 
decks, labeled “Fight”. As the GM, you are free to make your own monsters & enemies for the players 
to fight. You can also use the many monsters provided by 
most box sets & tuckboxes. Each enemy card has a “star 
rating” in the lower left which is meant to be a guide for how 
challenging that enemy should be for a typical fight. When 
you total all star ratings, that should tell you how difficult that 
fight should be for the players.  
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Enemy Star Rating, used for 
setting fight difficulty 



 

Encounter Difficulty (Combat). You may manually choose the enemies to face the players in a fight, or 
you can certainly draw randomly from the various enemy decks provided. Of course, feel free to mix 
both methods to taste. The number of players in the current fight determines the difficulty. When      
drawing randomly, the base rule is this: “Draw enemies until the total enemy star rating exceeds the 
number of players.” 
 
The below chart provides a guideline for combat difficulty: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Combat Difficulty Example: 
Four players are at the table and you want to run them though an easy fight, then a boss fight. For the 
first encounter, you can draw enemies from an enemy deck until their total star value is greater than 3 
(4 players  -1 = 3). Or, you can hand-pick your own custom enemies (or enemies from decks) until you 
have a total star value of 4. 
For the boss encounter, you can pick a boss from an adventure deck (the double-sided cards), or you 
can use your own boss. Then, use the boss star value and the method of adding enemies described 
above until you have a total star value of 7 or higher (4 players +2 = 6, must exceed). 
 
 
 
Challenge Encounters. Not every encounter 
can be solved with fireballs. The players may 
need to use their wits, knowledge or charm to 
succeed in certain circumstances. Full rules 
for resolving challenges appear in the          
Encounters section of this rulebook. But   
crafting balanced adventures will require you 
to sprinkle some of these types of encounters 
into your script. Perhaps half as many fights 
as you have should be challenges.  
 
Example: You plan for 5 fights, so perhaps 2 
or 3 planned challenges would work well. 
 
Also, the players may do something that calls 
for a quick challenge, so you may need to set one up on the fly. The chart on the next page can help 
you to set that difficulty in either case. 
 
Players are encouraged to roleplay their cards during a challenge. Perhaps they can 
describe how their Spike Rune spell was used to move the boulder out of place, for      
example. Or how their healing spell softened the guard’s opinion. Be creative!  
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Difficulty Star Rating to exceed Recommendation 

Easy # of Players  -1 Quick/simple fights 

Normal # of Players Normal fights 

Hard # of Players  +1 More important fights 

Very Hard # of Players  +2 (or more) Boss/memorable fights 



 

Encounter Difficulty (Challenge). An encounter will require a certain number of a particular symbol 
(found on the lower right of most spell and treasure cards) to be discarded for the challenge to succeed. 
All players may discard to meet the total. As mentioned above, the full rules for resolving challenges   
appear in the Encounters section of this rulebook. When you craft a challenge encounter, the following 
chart provides a guideline for how many symbols are needed: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Encounter Difficulty Example 1:  
Five players want to move a boulder out of a cave entrance. You deem this would be “normal” difficulty, 
so 5           symbols must be discarded from the players at the table (total) for them to move the boulder. 
 
 
Encounter Difficulty Example 2:  
Those same 5 players now need to convince the cowardly goblin that they aren’t a threat. Since the 
goblin is dumb, you peg this as an “easy” challenge. So, 2          symbols are required, as it’s 1 symbol 
per 2 FULL players.  
 
 
Resolving Encounters. Read through the Encounters section of this rulebook for a full walkthrough. 
 
Resting between Encounters. Typically, all players heal 1 point of damage after any encounter. This is 
how they “rest” while adventuring. Some spell cards and/or treasure may enhance this “after encounter” 
healing. Of course, you may reduce the healing amount to 0 after any specific encounter, but abilities 
which grant +1 to the healing should still be allowed (the game is balanced for these types of spells/
treasure). 
 
Adventure Success/Failure. It’s up to you to determine if the adventure succeeds or fails based upon 
the players’ performance. Perhaps they can fail if they cannot save the burning manor house? Fail to 
defeat the goblin chieftain? Can’t steer the boat to safety? Convince enough people to flee the town? 
The decision is yours, and feel free to allow the players to surprise you! Maybe they come up with a   
different solution which makes sense.  
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Difficulty Star Rating to exceed Recommendation 

Easy 1 symbol per 2 players Quick/simple challenges 

Normal 1 symbol per player Normal challenges 

Hard 2 symbols per player An impossible challenge 

 
Tip: As a GM, you may need to 

learn to “go with the flow.” 



 

 
Running Custom Adventures 
After you have your adventure ready to go, the rules for encounters follow all normal rules as described 
in the Encounters section of this rulebook, and the adventure itself follows all normal rules as well. 
The only difference is in using or not using an Adventure Deck. 
 
Adventure Flow: 
 
   All players heal their wizards to full health 
   All players recover all cards and shuffle their wizard decks 
   Setup the Battleboard (see Adventure)  
   Each player draws 2 cards from their deck 
   Encounters 
 
Encounter Flow: 
 
   Each player draws 1 card from their deck 
   Resolve the encounter 
   Each player heals 1 damage, untaps and removes all tokens/chips & discards all played cards  
    (keep their wizard card and health tokens on the battleboard) 
 
Adventure Example: 
As the GM, you guide your players to the Goblin Den for an adventure. If any wizards had damage from 
a previous adventure, remove it all. Then, players shuffle their full wizard deck to make a draw pile, and 
they draw 2 cards from it. Choose a battleboard and have each player place their wizard in one of the 
rows on the player side (see Adventure).  
The adventure is prepped! 
Start things off by describing the first encounter (perhaps it’s a challenge to find the best path through 
the forest). Since you started an encounter, each player draws 1 card from their wizard deck. Resolve 
the encounter. After the encounter, each wizard heals 1, untaps and removes all tokens/chips (except 
health markers) and discards  all cards they played to the table. They keep their hand of any remaining 
cards! 
Now, move on to the next encounter by repeating the encounter flow for the next fight or challenge. 
At the end of the adventure, determine success or failure and allow the players to select a reward as 
appropriate (see Adventure). 
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Playing without a GM 
 
Young Wizards has the ability to “run itself” which      
allows for solo and group play without the need for 
a GM. When played in this way, the game feels 
more like a cooperative card or board game with 
the players working together to overcome the           
adventures & enemies. 
 
Your group may still decide to roleplay between the 
players, but that is also optional.  
 
Playing without a GM does require both Adventure 
& Enemy decks of cards, which are found in most 
box sets and tuck boxes. A nice card box can help 
keep everything organized . At a certain point, some groups even prefer to roll randomly to see which 
adventure they tackle for a play session.  
 
Adventure Gameflow without a GM 
Young Wizards has very simple rules for running in an automated way. Most of the specific rules for   
Adventures & Encounters can be found in their respective sections of this rulebook. Here’s the basic 
flow: 
 
   Decide on an Adventure 
   Retrieve the Enemy & Adventure Decks, shuffle both into separate piles 
   All players heal their wizards to full health 
   All players recover all cards and shuffle their wizard decks 
   Setup the Battleboard (see Adventure)  
   Each player draws 2 cards from their deck 
   Draw & resolve encounter cards until the Boss or Fail condition is met 
   Resolve the Adventure failure or Boss encounter 
   Complete the Adventure 
 
 
Adventure setup example: 
You decide to tackle the Goblin Cave adventure supplied in the Starter Set. Grab the double-sided  
Goblin Cave adventure card and place it near the center of the table with the name of the adventure 
showing. Also retrieve all the Goblin Cave adventure cards and shuffle them together to form an        
encounter draw deck. 
“Goblins” appear to be the enemy for this adventure (printed on the double-sided card), so shuffle the 
goblin enemy deck to make an enemy draw pile.  
If any players were injured, clear all damage, chips & tokens. Then, each player shuffles their FULL  
wizard deck to make a draw pile.  
If playing with a battleboard, grab the one listed on the adventure card and place it at the center of the 
table. 
Each player places their wizard card in the front or back row to one side of the battleboard (see         
Adventure). Lastly, each player draws 2 cards from their wizard deck to put in their hand.  
You’re now ready for encounters! 
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Card Type Icon / Layout Information 

Treasure  Equipment & Epic loot! 

Race  Your birthright 

Wizard  
A physical representation of 

your wizard on the battleboard 

Spell  
The “school” of the spell is 

found near the top (round icon) 

 

 

 
Each player assumes the role of a young wizard ready to tackle the Age of Heroes. To accomplish this, 
you will construct a deck of cards called your “Wizard Deck”. Much like any card game, the deck will be 
comprised of many different cards, which you will draw into your hand and play during encounters. 
 
As you start out, your deck will be limited. But, it can evolve as you adventure, find treasure and acquire 
new spells. How you improve your deck is up to you! If you wish to throw bolts of magical energy from 
afar and support your allies, you can do exactly that. Or, perhaps, you prefer to be on the front lines  
with an enchanted sword and powerful runes? You can do that too. Deckbuilding can be a part of the        
experience, and we encourage you to try new deck themes as you go. What you’ll need to start: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Let’s Get Started! 
Follow these five easy steps to make your wizard: 
 
1. Choose any ONE spell school 
2. Add 4 BASIC, 1 ADEPT & 1 COMBO spell cards from that school to your new deck 
3. Add1 WEAPON, 1 SPELLBOOK & 1 BODY equipment from the 1-Star treasure cards 
                            (white background only) 
4. Choose a Race and add one card from that race to your deck 
5. Choose a Wizard Card to represent your character on the battleboard 
 
Example of a new Runecaster: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  x4 Basic   x1 Adept   x1 Combo   1x Weapon 1x Spellbook  1x Body     1x Race 
  
Pick a wizard card to represent your character on the battleboard too! 
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CREATING YOUR WIZARD   

 



 
As you adventure and add cards to your deck (see Adventure), you must 
abide by some basic deck construction rules… Unless a card allows you to 
bend these rules, of course! 
 
 
Treasure 
You may only have 1 of each equipment type in your deck. So: 1 Weapon, 
1 Body piece, 1 Spellbook, etc. If you choose to take a piece of treasure as 
an adventure reward, you must permanently remove any treasure in your 
deck which occupied the same spot. 

 

The equipment type is listed below the item’s statistics: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Spell Cards 
Instead of taking a piece of treasure as an adventure reward, you may add or swap one or more cards 
into your wizard deck as designated on the adventure Boss card (Rewards section) or by the GM. 

 

However, there are some deckbuilding rules which must be observed (unless another card in your deck 
allows you to break one or more of these rules): 
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DECKBUILDING RULES   

Bottom of the 
treasure card 

Spell Skill # Allowed 

Basic Unlimited, Any schools 

Combo 1 per 2 BASIC (in this school) 

Adept 1 per 3 BASIC (in this school) 

Expert 1 per 5 BASIC (in this school) 

Master 1 per 7 BASIC (in this school) 

Example: 
If you have 6 BASIC Astral spell cards, you 
may also have up to 3 COMBO cards from 
the Astral school. Up to 2 ADEPT Astral 
cards. And up to 1 EXPERT Astral spell. No 
MASTER spells from Astral are allowed as 
you need 1 more BASIC Astral spell.  

 

Of course, you can also have Light Magic, 
Rune Magic and other schools’ BASIC 
cards. And if you have enough of a second 
or third school of magic, you can add the 
more advanced cards from those schools as 
well. 

ADEPT BASIC Spell Skill is found in the 
lower left of all spell cards: 



 

Race Cards 
You may add 1 race card per 4 BASIC spell cards (from any schools) in your deck. 
All race cards in your deck must have the same race tag, i.e.: “Human”. 
 
 
Automatic Progression 
For younger players or players who don’t wish to bother with the strategy of deckbuilding, their wizard 
deck can be progressed along a predetermined “track”, if desired. This is a simple progression,          
assuming you are staying in the same spell school chosen at wizard creation. After making all treasure 
decisions (the player must still do this), the player’s deck can progress as follows: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After all 20 card swaps details above are done, your spells look like this: 
 
15 BASIC, 3 COMBO, 3 ADEPT, 3 EXPERT, 2 MASTER for a total of 26 Spell cards  
 
Combined with your 1 RACE card and about 5 TREASURE cards, your deck would stand at ~32 cards 
total. Instead of adding COMBO cards at swap #9 & #18, you can add RACE cards if you prefer. 
 
 
Breaking the Rules 
Some spell, race & treasure cards will allow you to break the deckbuiling rules by allowing you to have 
more than the normal number of cards. 
 
 
 
The card will usually have a “tag” (pictured above), which will tell you how the rule is broken. Just     
having the rule-breaking card in your deck is enough! Once that card is in your deck, you may break the 
normal deck rule by the details listed. 
 
Example: You equip a monocle, which takes up your HEAD equip slot. But, the monocle has the tag: 
“Deck: +1 Head Equip”, so you can wear another Head equip!  

Swap # Card 

1 1 BASIC 

2 1 EXPERT 

3-4 2 BASIC (total) 

5 1 MASTER 

6-7 2 BASIC (total) 

Swap # Card 

8 1 ADEPT 

9 1 COMBO 

10 1 BASIC 

11 1 EXPERT 

12-15 4 BASIC (total) 

Swap # Card 

16 1 MASTER 

17 1 ADEPT 

18 1 COMBO 

19 1 BASIC 

20 1 EXPERT 
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What is a story without a little adventure? During 
The Age of Heroes, adventure lurks around     
every corner and fortune favors the bold! 
 
Basically, an adventure is a set of encounters 
with a common goal, usually resulting in failure  
or reward. The players work together, utilizing 
their custom Wizard Decks to tackle adventures. 
 
Running adventures with a GM is largely        
covered in a previous section: Playing the Game. 
This section will mainly focus on the pre-made 
adventure decks. 
 
 
Adventure Flow 
Whether playing with a GM or not, the basic “flow” remains the same: 
 
   Decide on an Adventure 
   (no GM) Retrieve the Enemy & Adventure Decks, shuffle both into separate piles 
   All players heal their wizards to full health 
   All players recover all cards and shuffle their wizard decks 
   Setup the Battleboard  
   Each player draws 2 cards from their deck 
   Resolve Encounters 
   (no GM) Resolve the Adventure failure or Boss encounter 
   Complete the Adventure 
 
 
Pre-Made Adventures (no GM) 
Each pre-made adventure starts with a dual-sided card. One side    
describes the key features of the adventure (opposite).  The other side 
is the adventure boss encounter, which gets flipped once the “Boss” 
success threshold has been met.  
 
In addition to all the info detailed on the card opposite, the adventure 
“type” symbol appears below the adventure name. Some adventure 
types have special rules. 
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ADVENTURE 

DUNGEON. All normal encounter draw rules are followed. 
Keep track of FAILED and SUCCESSFUL encounters. If, at 
any time, the number of failed stars are reached, the       

adventure is failed. If the number of SUCCESS stars reaches the 
“Boss” level, flip the card and resolve the Boss encounter. 

 
Tip: Watch “Let’s go Adventure” 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Some of the Encounter cards in a Defense adventure may 
also add or remove red tracking tokens from the adventure 
card: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As some spots get covered (on both DEFENSE & ASSAULT 
adventures), certain effects happen: 
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DEFENSE. Like normal adventures, the card gets 
flipped to the Boss encounter when enough     
successful stars have been collected. However, 

the fail condition is different. If a Tracking Token is ever 
placed in the spot marked in the FAIL box (lower right), 
the adventure is failed. 

Tracking Tokens are used to mark overrun sections of 
the location by whatever enemy is invading. Whenever 
an encounter is failed, place 1 Tracking Token (per Star 
on the card) onto the adventure card (opposite) in a 
spot adjacent to a “red” spot (“Start” or a red tracking  
token). “Start” is considered to already have a red       
token. Each spot can only have 1 red token.  

ASSAULT. Like normal adventures, assaults are 
failed when the number of failed stars from       
encounters reaches the “Fail” level.  

As encounters are SUCCEEDED, place 1 tracking      
token on a spot adjacent to an existing token per star 
for the encounter (the first token is placed on “Start”), 
following any path the players wish.  
If the “BOSS” location gets a token, then flip the card to 
the boss encounter side and resolve like normal. 

1 

2 

Add red tracking tokens to the adventure 
card in the amount listed. 

(if no amount is listed, add 1) 

Remove red tracking tokens on the          
adventure card in the amount listed.  

(if no amount is listed, remove 1) 

All players immediately 
discard X cards 

_ 

1 1 All players  

immediately  

remove X cards 

End of Adventure:     
Players cannot take Loot 

End of Adventure:     
Players cannot take  
Wizard cards 

 _ 



 

The Battleboard 
 
Eventually, combat will happen and the battleboard is where fights are played in dramatic fashion. Each 
board is divided into 4 sections and labeled with a distinct terrain type. The terrain type has no effect on 
the core game, but future expansions may utilize it. 
 
When the players start an adventure, they place their wizard card in either row on the “Player Area” side 
of the board. In the example below, two players put their wizards in the “back row” and one wizard went 
to the “front row”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Be conscious of the “Ranges” of your spells & attacks before placing your wizard. Ranges are listed on 
most cards like so: 

 
 
                  the Range is always found under the curved arrow 
 
Each battleboard row represents 1 unit of Range. Count from the current wizard’s row. So, if the lone 
dwarf wizard in the player’s “front row” (pictured above) wanted to affect enemies in the “back row” of 
the enemy area (#2), they must use an attack with Range 2 or more. Range 1 can only affect enemies 
in the “front row” of the enemy area (#1). 

 

Similarly, if one of the wizards in the player area “back row” wished to affect a target in the enemy “front 
row”, they would actually need Range 2 or higher, because they must also count the player area front 
row as Range 1. 

 
More details about resolving Fight encounters are found in the 
Combat section. 
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Player Area Enemy Area 

1 2 



 

     Encounters 
 
Encounters are moments in time where the wizards must make a decision, overcome a 
challenge or win a fight. An adventure is made-up of many encounters strung together. 
This section will include pictures from pre-made adventure decks, but the concepts    
apply no matter how you’re playing the game (with or without a GM). 
 
For pre-made adventures, the general encounter flow is:  
 
  Draw an encounter card from the adventure deck 
  Each player draws 1 card from their Wizard Deck into their hand (reshuffle discard if cards run out) 
  Resolve the encounter 
  Clear all tokens/chips/cards (except wizard representation cards & health tokens) 
  All Wizards Heal 1 Damage (+/- any modifiers) & untap/unlock 
  Check for Boss / Fail 
  Repeat until adventure end 
 
Generally, there are two types of encounters: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  bottom of enemy card 
 
 
To resolve a “fight” encounter, follow the combat rules (see Combat). 

 

To resolve a “challenge” encounter: 

 

 Each player may discard as many cards as they wish with a matching symbol to the Encounter card. 

 Count the total of matching symbols from all players combined.  

 If the total matching symbols meets or exceeds the  amount required, the encounter 
  is successful.  
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Draw ENEMY cards until the total enemy “star 
value” (found in the lower left of each enemy 
card) EXCEEDS the number of players (+/- 
any modifiers for the encounter). 

 

Place each enemy card in the FRONT or 
BACK row of the enemy area on the            
battleboard: 

Players must discard cards from their hands to 
meet or exceed the number of symbols called-
for.  

 

The symbols can be found in the lower-
right of most wizard cards. 

 

“Per X Players” means per X FULL players 
(min 1). 

 
Tip: Watch “It’s a Challenge” 



 
If a fight or challenge is successful, then place the challenge card next to the adventure deck so the 
star values are visible.  

If the fight or challenge is failed, place the adventure card on the other side of the adventure deck 
(perhaps rotated 90 degrees) with the star values showing to track failures. Example: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For Dungeons and most adventure types, if the number of failed encounter stars reaches the FAIL level, 
then the adventure ends in failure. If the number of successful encounter stars reaches the BOSS level, 
flip the adventure card to the “Boss” side and resolve the Boss encounter. 
 
The Boss Encounter 
The boss card describes how to resolve the encounter. 

In most cases, the boss is an enemy placed on the battleboard. 
Note the enemy star level (upper left) and look in the lower right 
of the card to see if you’re adding more enemies to the           
encounter. 

If the boss encounter is lost, the adventure is failed. 

 

Adventure Rewards 

If the boss is defeated, reveal 1 treasure per player as indicated 
in the “Rewards” box (plus any additional treasure indicated as 
a “Reward” in successful encounters).  

 

Players may then each decide to take 1 of the treasures          
revealed OR add/swap 1 card in their Wizard deck. (new spells, 
race cards, etc.) All swaps must abide by the Deckbuilding 
Rules found earlier in this rulebook. 

 
Example: Four players defeat the Goblin Chieftain. Draw 4 
treasure from the 1-Star deck and reveal the cards in the center 
of the table. Starting with the youngest player (or however you wish), each player can choose to add 

one of those cards to their wizard deck OR pick a new spell card to add to their deck. As 
part of adding a card, they may remove a card, provided their deck is still legal. 
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Adventure Deck: 

 

Successful Encounters 

Failed Encounters: 

Current Encounter: 

Adventure 

 
Tip: Instead of laying the          

encounter cards out, you may use 

red & green tokens. 

 
Tip: Watch “Let’s go Adventure” 



main area of a 
combo card 

 

 
When words & wits fail, spells & swords are sometimes required. Many             
encounters (and most Boss encounters) require a fight to resolve them.  

 

After all enemies are placed, the players may each take a turn in any order they 
choose (provided they are untapped). Tap the wizard card once the player starts 
their turn. On a player’s turn, they may choose to perform up to 2 actions in any 
order: 

 

  Play 1 ATTACK card (optional) 

  Play 1 FREE card (optional)  

 
Note: REACT cards can only be played on enemy turns. 
 
Play & resolve one card before playing another. Attacks usually deal damage: 
 
All ATTACK and REACT cards played are discarded. FREE 
cards will tell you to discard, remove or keep them. 

If a card doesn’t specifically say what to do with it after it’s 
played, discard it. 

Mark any resulting damage on the Wizard or Enemy card 
with some sort of counter (the Advanced Set comes with red wooden hearts to track health). 

 

If a card you play has TWO effects on it (like an “ATTACK” and “REACT” info bar), you may only choose 
ONE of them to perform. Basically, those cards can be used for either ATTACK or REACT effects, not 
both at the same time. Remember: REACTs can only be played on enemy turns. 

 

If an enemy takes as much damage as their health rating, remove them from the board. 

If a player wizard takes as much damage as their health rating: tap them, remove all chips & counters 
and discard played cards, then flip them over. 

 

Combo Cards 

COMBO cards are a special case which can be played for their “upper” effect. Then, if any player (even 
the acting wizard) discards the proper spell symbol card from their hand, the “lower” effect also takes 
place. 
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COMBAT 

 
Tip: Watch all “Combat” videos 



In order! 

 
Enemy Turn 
Once all players have tapped their wizards and acted, it’s the enemy turn. Just like the players, the    
enemies act one at a time. Tap the enemy and resolve their attack on a target player wizard. The order 
they act is simple—look at the enemies from the view of the player area of the battleboard. Then, “read 
them like a book”: 
 
  Start with the enemy in the most upper left area, so: the enemy back row & most left 
  Read left to right along the back row and act with each enemy in turn 
  When no enemies are left in the back row, move to the front row and go left to right 
 
When each enemy acts, they target 1 wizard. If they can target more than 1 wizard, this is their priority: 
 
          Wizard with the most current health 
          Closest Wizard 
          Wizard to the left (read left to right) 
 
Example: 
If the board was setup as pictured opposite, the           
enemies would act in the order displayed in the red   
number balls. Since we “read the enemies like a book”, 
the Goblin Freak (back row) would act first. Resolve the 
Freak’s attack & tap it.  
Then, resolve the front-row Goblin’s attack and tap it.  
Finally, resolve the Worg’s attack and tap it. 
 
Assuming the front-row dwarf wizard already had a point 
of damage, the targeting would work like this: 
 
Goblin Freak: With a range 3 attack, the Freak can     
target anybody. Using the target order            
described above with the green arrow, the 
Freak targets the wizard with the most health 
first, which takes the dwarf out of the possible 
target list. So, the Freak targets one wizard in 
the player area back row. Since they are both the same 
distance from the Freak, we must use the last targeting 
tie-breaker. As long as your group is consistent with 
reading left-to-right, the Freak will target either the light 
mage or the summoner and deal 1 Mental damage to 
them. (i.e. you may read left to right from either         
perspective, as long as you’re consistent) 
 
Goblin: Since their attack is range 1, they must attack 
the dwarf wizard in the front row for 2 Physical damage. 
 
Worg: Same as the goblin, they only have a range 1    
attack. The dwarf gets hit again for 1 Physical damage! 
 
During each attack, REACT cards may be played to   
defend against the enemy attacks. Rules on the next 
page. 
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Player Area 

Enemy Area 

3 

1 

2 



 
React Cards 

Players with REACT cards in their hands may play them to block, 
heal or avoid an attack targeting them.  

If the REACT card has the “(Ally)” notation, that react card can be 
played for another player (or self) when they are attacked. 

 

Notes:  

  The wizard receiving the react card resolves the effect, not the playing wizard! (if different) 

  Most Basic spells can be Used for either of their effects. Not both! 

  There’s no limit to the number of REACT cards that can be played against any one attack. 

  Just like most ATTACK cards, REACT cards are usually discarded after use. 

  Players can sometimes untap as part of a REACT. They may tap and act again after the current  
   enemy is resolved. 

 

Enemy Targets (TAP) 

Some enemies will target other enemies with their action. This may be marked with “Lowest”, which 
means their target order is: Lowest Star Value, Lowest Health, Closest (to their left) 

 

End the Combat Round 

Once all enemies are tapped (or dead), end the combat round. If there are no enemies left, the           
encounter is successful. If all wizards are knocked-out, the encounter is failed. 

 

If enemies remain on the board, follow these steps to start another combat round: 

  Untap all wizard* & enemy cards 

  Move all cards from the back row to the front row if there are no cards in the corresponding    
   front row (check each side). This is called “collapsing the rows”. 

  All players draw 1 card from their wizard deck 

  Start a new combat round  

 

* knocked-out wizards cannot untap, draw or act 

 

 

End the Combat 

Once all players or enemies are defeated, the combat is ended. Move on to the next encounter as    
normal, even if all players were knocked-out.  

In the rare case of players and enemies all being knocked-out             
simultaneously, the players win and the encounter is considered         
successful. 

 

Remember: All players will heal 1 as part of the next encounter, even if it’s 
a boss encounter next. So, the adventure continues even if all players are 
defeated, but the encounter is counted as failed, which may also end the 
adventure. 
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This section takes a deeper-dive into all the           
iconography and game concepts present in Young 
Wizards. If you’ve read this far, you already know 
how to play the game, but the descriptions found in 
this section may answer some questions which 
could crop-up as you play. 
 

Basic Concepts 
 
Several common icons/terms appear on many cards 
and will quickly become second-nature. 
 
ATTACK: These cards are used to attack enemies 
and usually deal damage to them. 
FREE: These cards can be played on a player’s turn. 
REACT: These cards can be played only on enemy turns and usually defend against enemy attacks. 
(ALLY): This tag is often used on FREE and REACT cards. This allows the card to target an ally or 
yourself (normally, unless otherwise specified, attack cards only target enemies and most other cards 
only target yourself). 
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GAME MECHANICS 

1 1 

Healing. Restore X points of health to 
the target, even if knocked-out. (flip the 
wizard card if healed while knocked-
out, don’t untap yet) 

Discard 

Remove 

Keep 

3 
Range. The battleboard range of an  
attack or action is listed under the 
curved arrow. See Adventure, Combat. 

Discard. Discard this card when 
played. 

Block. Prevent X damage from       
happening. If a damage type icon is on 
the shield, only block damage of that 
type. 

Enemy Star Max. This effect is ignored 
on enemies with a higher star value 
than listed. 

ROW 

Tap. Tap the target. If the target was  
already tapped, LOCK them. TAP 

Remove. Remove this card when 
played. Removed cards are placed in a 
separate discard pile which doesn’t get 
reshuffled. See Recover, next page. 

-1 

Keep. This card stays in front of you 
and usually has a constant effect. 

Disrupt. This enemy ability 
causes the affected player 
to discard 1 “keep” card 
they have in play. 

ALL 

PIERCE 

Lock. “Super Tap” the target by turning 
them perpendicular to the row. When 
they untap, put them in a tapped       
position instead of untapped. 

Row. The attack affects everyone in the 
target’s row. 

All. The attack affects ALL enemies or 
players. No range is needed. 

Pierce. The damage from this attack 
cannot be Blocked. See Block, above. 



1 

 
DISCARD: Some enemy effects will make you discard a card. Simply 
choose a card from your hand to discard. 
DODGE: Avoid all damage/effects from an attack. 
DRAIN: If this attack deals damage, heal the attacker for the amount of 
damage done. 
DRAW: Draw X cards from your wizard deck into your hand. 
IGNORE: Avoid all damage/effects from an attack.  
LAST: (enemy) This just means this enemy acts last. 
REMOVE: Some enemy effects will make you remove a card. This 
card comes from your hand and goes into a special discard pile which 
doesn’t get reshuffled. (see Recover, below) 
SWAP: Discard up to X cards. Then, DRAW that many cards from your 
wizard deck into your hand. 
VULNERABLE: Take double damage from the listed damage type. 
 
RECOVER: Look through your Removed and Discarded cards. You 
may take X cards back into your hand. Recovery usually limits the type 
of card recovered: 

 
 
 
Types of Damage 
All attack damage values are followed by an icon denoting the “type” of damage being dealt. The type 
of damage is only important if you have defense against the damage type and/or a “keep” card which 
boosts that damage type. Otherwise, it’s just flavor! 
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1 
Basic 

Physical. The most common damage 
type dealt by monsters/enemies,   
physical damage represents: weapons, 
claws, fangs & earthy damage. 

Arcane. Many different types of magic 
deal “generic” arcane damage. Raw 
magical energy, this is a common   
damage type amongst wizards. 

Light. Brilliant light damage can    
sometimes cause extra damage to    
undead. This attack damage is       
commonly used by priests. 

Fire. An old standby, nothing quite     
destroys like fire. This damage type is a 
favorite amongst some elementalists. 

Cold. This damage type may manifest 
itself in extreme chill or ice. Typically 
used by northern shamans and arctic-
dwelling creatures. 

Water. The universal solvent, water can 
be used to purify or drown. It’s power is 
harnessed by some shamans, various 
fey and ocean-dwellers. 

Energy. Focused energy can result in 
lightning or other packed discharges. 
Some machines & air-dwellers can   
harness energy. 

Mental. Don’t underestimate the power 
of the mind. Mental damage is      
sometimes not dodge-able, but is       
ineffective against mindless enemies. 

Poison. This foul damage can poison 
living beings or corrode the non-living 
like acid. Alchemists employ poison, as 
do vile cultists and filthy creatures. 

Death. Commonly used by               
necromancers and the undead, this 
type of damage unravels both the living 
and the dead. 



 
Challenge Symbols 
There are four different symbols used for Challenges (see Adventure). 
The symbols can be found in the bottom right corner of most spell,    
treasure & race cards. In the case of 2 or more symbols appearing on the 
card, ALL of them are used when the card is played in a Challenge.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: Challenge symbols have no effect during Combat.  
 
Treasure Rarity 
All treasure in the CORE set is “1 star” treasure (found in the lower left of all treasure cards). However, 
different rarities of cards exist within the set. These rarities are denoted by the background color of the 
treasure card: 
 
  WHITE. Common and/or mundane treasure like regular swords, staves & armor. 
  YELLOW. Uncommon treasure which may or may not be more powerful than White treasure. 
  GREEN. Rare & enchanted gear which can turn an average wizard into a formidable foe. 
  BLUE. Very rare treasure enchanted by arch-mages and quite powerful. 
  PURPLE. Epic loot often handed down in family or clan lines. The stuff of legends. 
 
The rarity of treasure has no game effect, other than how rare the items are to find when pulling      
treasure at the end of an adventure. And bragging rights, of course.  
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Might. Typically used for moving heavy  
objects, survival and brute strength. 

Knowledge. Personal intelligence &       
accumulated knowledge about the world. 

Stealth. Some tasks require a lighter 
touch, like sneaking, traps and lockpicking. 

Charm. Strength of personality can charm, 
negotiate or trick others in encounters. 



 
Chips & Tracking Tokens 
Some effects can be tracked right on the card, and there are a variety of tokens to assist. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Summoning 
 
Some Wizard spells, equipment or other effects may Summon an ally onto 
the battleboard. In the example to the right (Outlander Vial), the equipment 
card is played as a FREE action on the player’s turn. All Summon cards are 
designed to be played right to the battleboard itself. Rules for summoning: 

 

 Place the card on the correct side of the board, either row (see below) 

 TAP the card when it is brought into play 

 Remove or Discard the card when it loses all health (see below) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the players’ turn, you may tap and attack/act with any/all of your summons. They act independently 
of you, so you are still free to take your normal action.  
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Summon’s Health 
and what to do 
when the summon 
dies 

Summon’s attack 
range, damage 
value & type 

Gain Health Chip 

Some abilities will put these chips on a 
player or enemy. When a card with one 
(or more) of these chips untaps or      
unlocks, they gain 1 Health per chip. 
Keep the chip on the card. 

Lose Health Chip 

Some abilities will put these chips on a 
player or enemy. When a card with one 
(or more) of these chips untaps or      
unlocks, they lose 1 Health per chip. 
Keep the chip on the card. 

Tracking Tokens 

These tokens are used to track things, such as progress on Adventure cards (Defense / 
Assault). They can also be used to keep track of the current state of a “keep” card, or   
anything else, really.  

Health Tokens 

These tokens are used to track health on wizards and enemies. You can put the tokens 
on the card to represent max health, taking away tokens as damage is dealt. Or, you can 
put the tokens onto cards as they take damage. As long as you’re consistent, it really 
doesn’t matter. 



Wild magic dice rolls only! 

 

Wild Magic 
 
 
 
 
Introduced in the MASTER Set (dice included), Wild Magic taps into primal & unpredictable elemental 
power. If you like randomness and rolling dice, this might be the school for you! 
 
A card (usually a wild magic spell) may ask you to roll the three wild magic dice (1 red, 1 blue, 1 yellow) 
by displaying the wild magic dice: 
                    Fire, Ice & Lightning dice of Wild Magic 
 
 
Roll the 3 wild magic dice before resolving the card. The effect of the card 
(opposite) is decided by the HIGHEST die result. If more than 1 dice are tied  
for the highest result, then ALL the highest dice take effect (resolve multiple    
attacks separately). 
 
Example 1: You roll the three dice, resulting in: (5) Red, (2) Blue, (6) Yellow. 
In the case of Wild Bolt, you would deal 1 energy damage to a target within 
range 2. 
 
Example 2: Same spell, but you roll: (4) Red, (4) Blue, (1) Yellow. 
You get to resolve BOTH the red and blue die effects. So, deal 2 fire damage  
to one target, and 1 piercing cold damage to the same target or another legal 
target. 
 
Example 3: Same spell, but you roll: (3) Red, (5) Blue, (3) Yellow. 
Since Blue is the highest roll, you only resolve the blue die effect. The fact that yellow and red were the 
same doesn’t matter, since blue is still the highest result. 
 
Some effects may allow you to alter a rolled die up or down. So, in the example below, you may change 
a red die rolled by moving it up or down one. (i.e. If you roll a 3, you may change it to 2 or 4) 
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Need more challenge? Less? Something to add depth to a certain facet of the game? These optional 
rules can be used as-needed by your group to suit your playstyle. Some of these rules have an (easier) 
or (harder) tag, which helps you decide if you need/want the rule implemented. “Easier” rules will make 
the game easier, while “harder” will make the game more difficult. 
 
 

Loot Sidebar 
 

(Recommended Rule) 

Each time a player swaps treasure out of their wizard deck, instead of shuffling the loot back in the loot 
deck, the group may choose to put the loot in the group’s Sidebar. Loot in the sidebar can be used by 
any player to swap IN as their Boss Reward (card) at the end of a successful adventure. 

 

The sidebar can hold 5 cards maximum. 

 
 
 
 

Solo Play Optional Rules 
 
(Easier) If solo play is proving to be too difficult, adopting one or more of these optional rules should 
correct the problems: 

 

 HALVE (round up) the Boss Health             -If Bosses has been too tough 

 DRAW +1 card at the start of each adventure         -If Challenges have been too tough 

 HEAL +1 after each encounter               -If Fights have been too tough 

 

Solo play should be challenging, but not impossible. Altering your deck may also help—playing a     
support-type deck might not translate well to the solo game. After all, there aren’t any other wizards to 
support! 
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OPTIONAL RULES 

 



 

Adventures 
 
(Easier) Play the Math. Instead of drawing enemies until their star 
value is GREATER than the number of players, draw until EQUAL. 
Yes, it makes a difference!  
 
(Easier) Smash & Grab. Even if an adventure is failed, draw  
treasure for any successful rewards on encounter cards. This  
might result in only 1 or 2 treasure to pick from. 
 
(Harder, Recommended) Challenger. Only the player or players 
discarding the MOST symbols in a Challenge heal the 1 point of 
damage upon starting the next encounter. This adds slightly more 
difficulty, but also rewards players who build their decks to tackle 
challenges. 
 
(Harder) Bring it On. If fights are too easy, you may apply a global 
modifier to the enemy stars drawn. You can add +1, +2 or more to 
all enemy draws. So, if you were going to draw 4 stars worth of   
enemies, perhaps you draw 5 or 6 stars worth. If you do this, we 
recommend staying consistent for an entire adventure, rather than 
switching around as you go.  
 

(Harder) Camping. If adventures are too easy, you can enforce a “cost” to heal after encounters. If a 
wizard doesn’t discard 1 card, they cannot heal after the encounter. This represents taking the time & 
effort to rest, eat or protect the group after an encounter. For knocked-out wizards, ignore this as they 
don’t have cards to discard.  
 
 

Death 
 
Young Wizards is purposefully forgiving when it comes to character death—there isn’t any! However, if 
you desire a more realistic experience, character death can be achieved in one of two ways: 
(both options make the game Harder) 
 
A. When a character is brought to 0 health, they are dead forever. 
B. When a character is brought to 0 health they must PERMANENTLY remove a card from their deck 

(still obeying all deckbuilding rules). Otherwise, they can be healed as normal. 
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Some frequently asked questions appear below, but feel free to ask about anything in the forums! 
 
 
 
Q. If a wizard or enemy has no valid targets in attack range and (in the case of a wizard) no 
FREE actions to perform, what do they do? 
A. Simply tap them and move on. 
 
Q. If a wizard or enemy DODGES or IGNORES an attack, do they just avoid the damage or do 
they avoid all extra effects too? 
A. All effects of the attack. 
 
Q. For                attacks, who does the enemy target? 
 
A. Same targeting rules apply, but the attack hits everyone in the same row as the primary target. If you 
are affected by the attack, but you’re not the primary target, you CAN still play personal REACT cards.         
Primary target is just used to determine which row is getting hit, not who is actually attacked. 
 
Q. If a card of mine does 2 effects and 1 of them is invalid for the target (i.e. Tap 1* or lower), 
does the other effect (like damage) still happen? 
A. Yes! 
 
Q. Do I need to use the supplied wizard cards to represent players on the battleboard? 
A. Not at all. Feel free to use whatever you wish –even miniatures– as long as you can keep track of 
damage, who’s tapped, knocked-out, etc. 
 
Q. My attack didn’t deal damage (perhaps it was BLOCKED), do the extra effects (i.e. a lose 
health chip) still happen? 
A. Yes! As long as the attack wasn’t AVOIDED (i.e. Dodge, Ignore). 
 
Q. I have multiple Young Wizards box sets, are there any cards that CAN’T be combined? 
A. Duplicates of these cards shouldn’t be combined: 

 Treasure Cards*, Adventure Cards, Enemy Cards 

 
* If you have ALL CORE sets, you may actually combine the Treasure Cards to have 2 of each        
treasure… Up to you. 
 
Q. What are all those symbols in the bottom-right corner of some pre-made encounter cards? 
A. Those will be used in a future expansion introducing QUESTING. 
 
 
 
Q. If a pre-made encounter card says “-1 Heal after encounter”, what happens again? 
A. Typically, each wizard heals for 1 after an encounter. Some encounters 
may reduce that amount. So, in this instance, the wizards would heal 0 health 
after the encounter, before modifiers (like Bard magic—future expansion)  
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FAQ 

ROW 



 
Q. What is the purpose of the health/name bar on the wizard cards? 
A. Dry erase marker! Write your wizard’s name on there! Or random doodles…  

 

Q. What if the card gets too mangled? 
A. We suggest purchasing the CORE Wizard Pack, which contains all wizard cards from CORE sets, 
and some new ones! Saves $ (in comparison to buying all the sets again). 

 
Q. You keep saying “CORE” sets, what does that mean? 
A. Young Wizards released with a specific set of boxes & tuckboxes, these are the CORE of the game. 
Full details about sets and what they contain are detailed on the Young Wizards website. 
 
Q. Will there be more expansions in the future?  
A. If the game is being played, expansions are planned. It all depends on if there’s an audience. 
 
Q. How do I keep all my cards sorted? 
A. As you acquire cards for Young Wizards, it might make sense to put them all in a large card box         
separated by labeled dividers. 
 
Q. If an effect makes me REMOVE cards, and I have none in my hand—what do I do? 
 
A. You REMOVE the card(s) from the top of your draw deck. Yup, it’s brutal! Conversely, when you are  
instructed in combat to DISCARD with an empty hand, nothing happens. 
 
Q. If an encounter requires each player to DISCARD, but one or more players don’t have the     
required # of cards in their hand, what happens? 
A. If the discards are required to PASS an encounter, it cannot be passed. You must choose another 
option. 
 
Q. Can I use REACT cards on Summons? 
A. Yes! Just ignore effects like DRAW, SWAP, etc., as the Summon has no hand of cards. 
 
Q. Why doesn’t Alchemy have any Expert or Master spell cards? 
A. Each spell school works a little differently, and Alchemy is special because it can combo with ALL 
spell schools. Because of this fact, it has more combo cards, but no higher level cards like other 
schools. 
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Some common icons: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADVENTURE FLOW 
    Decide on an Adventure 
    Retrieve the Enemy & Adventure Decks, shuffle both into separate piles 
    All players heal their wizards to full health 
    All players recover all cards and shuffle their wizard decks 
    Setup the Battleboard  
    Each player draws 2 cards from their deck 
    Draw & resolve encounter cards until the Boss or  Fail condition is met (Encounter Flow) 
    Resolve the Adventure failure or Boss encounter 
    Complete the Adventure 

COMBAT FLOW 
    Players take turns 
     1 ATTACK Card 
     1 FREE Card 
    Enemies take turns 
     “Read like a book” 
     Players can REACT 
     
    If combat continues: 
     Untap all wizard & enemy cards 
     Collapse rows (if needed) 
     All players draw 1 
     Start a new combat round 

ENCOUNTER FLOW 
    Draw 1 encounter card 
    Each player draws 1 card 
    Resolve Encounter 
    Heal each Wizard for 1, clear & untap 
    Check Boss / Fail conditions 
    Repeat if adventure continues 

ENEMY TARGET ORDER 
    Wizard with most health 
    Closest Wizard 
    Left to Right 

1 

Healing. Restore X points of health to 
the target, even if knocked-out. (flip the 
wizard card if healed while knocked-
out, don’t untap yet) 

3 
Range. The battleboard range of an  
attack or action is listed under the 
curved arrow. See Adventure, Combat. 

Block. Prevent X damage from       
happening. If a damage type icon is on 
the shield, only block damage of that 
type. 

Discard 

Remove 

Keep 

Discard. Discard this card when 
played. 

Remove. Remove this card when 
played. Removed cards are placed in a 
separate discard pile which doesn’t get 
reshuffled. 

Keep. This card stays in front of you 
and usually has a constant effect. 

PIERCE Pierce. The damage from this attack 
cannot be Blocked. See Block, above. 

Tap. Tap the target. If the target was  
already tapped, LOCK them. TAP 

Lock. “Super Tap” the target by turning 
them perpendicular to the row. When 
they untap, put them in a tapped       
position instead of untapped. 


